
Writing for Modern British Studies Blog 

Some general hints for contributors 

 Blog posts should ideally be around 500 – 600 words, ideally no longer than 800 and 

definitely no longer than 1000.  

 Paragraphs should be considerably shorter than usual because large blocks of text 

look too daunting on blog pages – break your normal paragraph length in half, in to 

thirds or even quarters. Paragraphs should be no more than 6 lines long. 

 We require a high resolution image to go with each post. This should be at least 750 

pixels wide by 380 pixels high. (If it’s larger, you don’t have to resize, but it should 

be landscape). [If you have a portrait image you wish to use as part of the post which 

cannot be replaced, e.g. a book cover, then it can be embedded in the blog, it just 

cannot appear as the header.] But make sure you permission to use such an image.  

 Apparently blogs are read more likely to be read when they have a face attached to 

them! If you are happy to share your image, send a picture along and we can attach it 

to the blog.  

 If you don’t have an image of your own to use, you can find suitable images which 

can legally be used on wikicommons (http://commons.wikimedia.org/) or flickr. If 

using flickr, make sure that the image has a Creative Commons License and check 

whether or not the original owner requires a credit for their image. 

 You can use footnotes if you wish to.  

 Please provide us with some tags associated with your post – five or six key words 

which relate to your post and will help search engines to identify it. 

 Please provide an introductory paragraph about yourself – If possible we would also 

like a photo of the author – people like blogs they can put a face to.  

 Blogs should be sent to MBS Director, Chris Moores; c.i.moores@bham.ac.uk.  

If you have any problems with any of these things or any other questions about writing for 

the blog then don’t hesitate to ask and we’ll be happy to help.  
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